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About This Game

FIGHT ZOMBIES...WITH SCIENCE!

Dead Stop is a manic, mad-science filled zombie tower defence game that would even have Einstein reaching for his 'How to
deal with a Zombie Invasion' handbook!

IT'S ALIVE! OH…OH NO IT'S DEAD
The undead have sprouted from their graves and you must help a lone mad scientist stop them. Use his crazy contraptions to

send the undead back to ground and save the survivors.

WEAPONS OF MAD DESTRUCTION
Whether it's an electric-powered machine gun or a deadly laser made out of an old oven, you'll be dealing destruction to the

undead hordes in style.

UNDEAD ON TOUR
Travel to various locations as you push the undead hordes back. Gameplay gets spiced up with the inclusion of zombie maze

games as well as survival modes for each location. How long can you last?
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One Question. Why no controller support or the option to customize controls. It's clear that the developers of this game know
nothing about construction machines nor the physics of them. Glad i only paid $2 for this POS.. cool
drawing is fun
yee
fun. Good game but laggy as hell. In UK and GER servers, it says about 90 ping but its not playable.. great deep atmosphere.
boring tho, and english. Wow, amazing game! Please add more worlds and features to this game. This is really fun and I feel like
I am going to be playing this for days! There is 6 amazingly detailed worlds to jump through and if there was more I would be
happy. And, if you complete the game, there is secret finishes to find. I hope to see this game on featured to get the attention it
deserves.. Ok this game for me falls in the middle of a "maybe" recommendation. I only put positive due to it's very low price
and Steam cards and achievements.

The graphics are pretty meh, at least in my opinion, in comparison to some of the beautiful HOG's I've played from Artifex
Mundi or Madhead Games. I also play on a wide screen so it makes it worse with a bit of a stretched look but truthfully for the
price and achievements I decided to keep the game. If anything it passes an afternoon.

* I have been corrected thanks to Vic! No ending bug. The "survivor of the wreck" only appears in Expert Mode. So if you don't
play the game on expert difficulty you will miss out on 2 achievements in the end.
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Having major problems loading and only getting a broken screen that can't be extended. Got it on the cheap during Summer sale
thank god. disapointing though :(. Good ol' classics. One of the first games I've ever played on PC.

Scramble all fighters!. Enemy spawn points are not thought out properly, making new start very annoying and unable to defend
against enemies that spawn near your base when you arent even there.. Audience ❤
☑ Beginner
☐ Casual Gamer
☐ Normal Gamer
☐ Expert

☼ Graphics ☼
☐ Bad
☐ Alright
☑ Good
☐ Beautiful
☐ Fantastic

♬ Music ♬
☐ Bad
☐ Alright
☑ Good
☐ Beautiful
☐ Fantastic

☠ Difficulty ☠
☑ Easy
☐ Average
☐ Easy to learn / Hard to master
☐ Hard
☐ Unfair

§ Bugs §
☐ Bugs destroy the game
☐ Lots of bugs
☐ Few Bugs
☐ You can use them for speedrun
☑ Nothing encountered

☯ Story ☯
☑ There is none
☐ Bad
☐ Alright
☐ Good
☐ Fantastic

⚔ Gameplay ⚔
☐ Frustrating
☐ Sleepy
☐ Boring
☑ Fun
☐ Challenging

۞ Game time / Length ۞
☑ Really short (0 - 3 hours)
☐ Short (4 - 8 hours)
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☐ Few hours (10 - 20 hours) [if you focus on the main story]
☐ Long (40-60 hours) [if you complete everything]
☐ Very Long (61-100 hours)
☐ Extremely Long (101+ hours)

$ Price / Quality $
☑ Full price
☑ Wait for Sale
☐ Don't buy
☐ Refund it if you can
☐ Free. Bosses can be hard as \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 but still it's a good game and you should play it <3 Amen.. Couldn't
hold my attention for an hour.

Decent art style and animations, and gameplay was passable, though some of the player/enemy stats were unbalanced.. Why do I
keep doing this to myself? I'm like 95% sure if I talked with the developer, I would come to find this game was made in an
hour. It looks like some sloppy microsoft paint job with, some free generic sound effect, with some free generic annoying
music. Ugh... Oh and everytime you shoot the ball it takes a screenshot, so I had 150 images when I exited. Lovely.. I'm
definitely not feeling "backer's remorse" for contributing to the development of The Slaughter. Alexander Francois has
developed a game he should be proud of and while I have some minor quibbles with the game, its quirky characters, intriguing
plot and entertaining puzzles have won me over. It contains all the crucial ingredients for a top notch point 'n' click adventure
but with an indie game price tag.

http://www.choicestgames.com/2016/02/the-slaughter-act-one-review.html
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